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THE AJAX BRAND
Since 1937 - a part of the Disney Legacy

Ajax Corporation is a fictional corporation in the Disney
universe. It is a parody of the Acme Corporation made
famous by Warner Bros. Ajax has appeared regularly on the
shows Mickey Mouse Works and House of Mouse.
An early appearance of the Ajax Corporation can be seen
in the 1937 Mickey Mouse short "Lonesome Ghosts," starring
Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, and Goofy. In this short
cartoon the trio are working in an office with a door
labelled Ajax Ghost Exterminators; Day & Night Service. A
gorilla named Ajax also appeared in various Donald Duck
cartoons during the 1940s.

Ajax also branches out in a number of services that usually employ
Disney's standard characters, such as the Ajax Ghost Exterminators, Ajax
Locksmiths, Ajax Door Fixers, Ajax Hairbow Wear Sale and the Ajax Lost
and Found. These services are more commonly seen in the more recent
Mickey Mouse Works and House of Mouse cartoons.

RE-IMAGINING AJAX
AJAX INSTANT FREEWAY

From Cartoon...
To Live Action!

f

Select Material

Set Timer

Read Instructions Carefully

AJAX ENLARGER

Place Object

Add Drops

Watch Out!

AJAX DANCE INSTRUCTIONS

Girl

Apply AJAX Leotard

Hello Broadway!
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Build Your Own Ajax City
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AJAX MYTHOLOGY

M

r. Ajax was a
whimsical inventor in the
1950’s who created many
gadgets and gizmos.
The core technology behind
these Ajax Products was
genius and had far-reaching
implications for the future.
When Mr. Ajax revealed his
work to the world, it was
sabotaged by the forces of
greed.

He disappeared - along with his
inventions.
Now, 60 Years Later, his
Grandson holds the key to the
Ajax Legacy.

THE MOVIE
The story opens on Graduation Day and the 18th birthday of
our hero, EVAN CHESTER. Evan is man with a plan: get his
diploma, pack everything he owns, and get the heck out of
“this stinky, polluted, one factory, dysfunctional town.”
Not exactly one of the cool kids, EVAN has lived in the
shadow of his grandfather, Mr. Ajax. In the eyes of the town,
Mr. Ajax has been considered a crackpot since the day he
unveiled his Ajax inventions. After he nearly destroyed the
factory, he disappeared along with his inventions. As a result,
Evan is the butt of jokes and ridicule. Mostly at the hands of
his main adversary, REGINALD DOVER, the silver-spoon-fed
son of one of the DOVER TWINS. These evil twin brothers
own the smoke-belching factory that darkens the town.
Evan can’t get away fast enough to prove he’s more than the
grandson of a failure.
As he says good-bye to his teary-eyed single-Mom a
mysterious gift arrives. It’s a GPS from the Ajax Corporation.
“Sweet! Totally usable for the long trip to the
west coast.”
Evan doesn’t notice as he passes boarded-up
local stores and parking lot after parking lot of
the “Buy and Large Company,” that the GPS has
been pre-set. Only after he hears the GPS VOICE tell him:
“YOU HAVE ARRIVED AT YOUR DESTINATION”, does he
realize he’s nowhere near where he intended to be.

He looks around, but all he sees is an abandoned town and old
warehouse.
Writing it off as a fluke, he shrugs, enters his correct destination
and leaves. However, every time he begins to drive, the GPS
leads him right back to that same warehouse.
Curious, he gets out of the car to check it out.
The warehouse is dark and dusty and seemingly empty.
Evan flips a light switch and pricks his finger on something sharp.
A strange whirring sound comes from nowhere and the
warehouse appears to move into action. A screen pops up with
the phrase “Blood Analysis Complete”. Trap doors open, walls
turn and the building is transformed. A 1950s era TV turns on
and a familiar face with a gruff voice begins to speak to him. It’s
his grandfather, Mr. Ajax.
“If you're seeing this the odds are 99.45 percent that you are
related to me. And that probably, makes you pretty intelligent unless your mother married that deadbeat Ronald Smotherprop.
Anyway, the reason I brought you here is: I’d like to offer you a
job. This is the temporary headquarters of the Ajax Corporation
and since I’ve passed away, there’s a lot to be done.“
The floor then drops out and Evan finds himself in a hydraulic lift
with an Ajax Robo-Cat. They descend rapidly into the deep
recesses of the Ajax factory, passing level after
level of AJAX PRODUCTS….

Ultimately, Evan understands his grandfather knew that in the
There are retro TVs on every level always with Mr. Ajax droning
on with very specific instructions about his offer. If EVAN agrees to wrong hands his Products could be used to create a terrible “Buy
take the job, then everything in this warehouse is his to succeed or and Large”-style world like the one in Wall-e.
fail with.
Evan and his friends, team up to take on the Dover’s. In an epic
battle of Product against Product, the Dover’s turn the Ajax
Eyes lighting up with wonderment, EVAN becomes
Unbreakable Marbles into a weapon that threatens the entire
so mesmerized by the toys that he fails to listen to his
city. Evan is forced to give up and things look dire. But at the
grandfather's instructions. He begins using the
climax of the battle he realizes the essence of the Ajax Products
products for fun and heads back to his small town to
is using them in combination. He combines Ajax Instant Hole
make a name for himself in the eyes of his
with Ajax Grow Anything and sinks the Unbreakable
hometown friends... and the girl he’s always loved.
Marbles….and the Dover’s along with it.
His complete disregard for the rules leads him to
accidentally exposing the products to the villainous
DOVER TWINS, who, as it turns out, were Mr.
Ajax’s adversaries back in the day.
The Dover Twins steal the products and try to
capitalize on them but are unable because they
need to be activated by Evan’s DNA. The Dover
Twins go after him, forcing him to use AJAX
CONTAINED HURRICANE to make his escape. EVAN has no
choice but to go into hiding and regroup, the same way his
grandfather did.
Unfortunately, the Dover’s have a plan B. They kidnap Evan’s
mother and use her DNA to activate the Products.
They use Ajax Products to create copies of their polluting factory
and their “Buy and Large Stores.” They now have an unstoppable
business juggernaut.

In that moment of victory and exhilaration, Evan
realizes how and why his Grandfather intended
the Products to be used. If he starts with a 2D
image of a clean sustainable City of the Future, he
can use the Ajax Pixelator to make it into micro
bits….then use the Ajax 3D Model Builder to turn
those micro-pictures into 3D micro-bits….then using
the Ajax Duplicator and Ajax Enlarger he can create a new
world. Starting with his home town.
Skeptical because “it all sounds like science to me”, the town
holds its breath as they watch the crazy Ajax processor zoom
into action…. and when it’s all over, they see their dirty, smelly
and ransacked town being re-built as the perfect model for a city
of the future. The Ajax City of the Future.
The town, once a model of failure, now has a feeling of
inspiration and hope. It’s clear the possibilities that exist in the
world are endless…. as long as you join in and make the world a
better place.

AJAX Marketing
AJAX Products is a movie targeted for a family audience with an emphasis on pre-teens and teens.
The audience will be similar to NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM, SCOOBY-DOO, AND JUMANJI.
It will skew more male than female because of the gadgets, though a concerted effort will be
made to appeal to females with romance and Perry, a cute robotic cat.
It should also appeal to an older demographic through the nostalgia for the old cartoons and
gadgets.
Phase ONE:
Online launch of AJAX “Build Your Own Products” Games
Social Networking “Second Life”- like virtual environment - “AJAX
City”
Phase TWO:
3D Movie, video games, mobile apps, and merchandising release.
Phase THREE:
Theme Park - “Ajax City of the Future”
Building on the fun and inspirational message of the movie, launch a
theme park attraction to showcase futuristic ideas from accomplished
designers, architects, and scientists from around the world.
Phase FOUR:
Release Movie #2... #3... and so on.

From the desk of Mr. Jackson X. Ajax...
AJAX GPS

AJAX PERPETUAL HULA HOOP

Always takes you to AJAX Headquarters.

Not recommended for queasy stomach.

Little gravel = freeway

One drop = flood, ocean, lake, etc...

Buy Ajax Leotard.....hello Broadway.

Balance is key...

Meet Perry - your new best friend.

Do not roll downhill.

Plant the seed and hold onto your hat.

Loud motor on the bottom... not meant for romantic events :(

”Billy, can I get 75 copies of this... kitten?”

Skates with wind sail.

AJAX SHAKER

AJAX POWER SLIDE

A sprinkle of this dust will make ANYTHING shake. Don’t
drop it on the ground...

Add grease....slide for miles.

AJAX BUBBLE BUS

AJAX INSTANT FREEWAY

AJAX DANCE INSTRUCTIONS
AJAX ROBO-CAT

AJAX CONTAINED HURRICANE
AJAX DUPLICATOR

AJAX ESCAPE- CAPADE

Need to get away... just place it on any wall. No promises
as to where you escape to...

AJAX ENLARGER

Just a drop, and watch the growing begin. Do NOT let it
fall.

AJAX PIXELATOR

Creates molecular breakdown of a 2D image.

AJAX INSTANT AGUA

AJAX JET PROPELLED UNICYCLE
AJAX UNBREAKABLE MARBLE
AJAX FLYING CARPET
AJAX ROLLER SAIL

Hop into this indestructible bubble and bounce anywhere you
please.

AJAX POD CAR

It charges while it’s parked and the electricity is shared with
the whole community.

AJAX MODEL BUILDER

Takes information from PIXELATOR and transforms into 3D

AJAX INSECTS
Tiny flying video surveillance units.

AJAX SOUND DISTORTER

Make Rosie Perez sound like James Earl Jones.

AJAX INSTANT HOLE

Moveable hole that enemies... or in-destruct-o balls can fall
into.

AJAX FEAR METER

When pointed at an adversary - it tells you their deepest fears.

AJAX SODA POP

Don’t drink it... cause it really POPS!

AJAX FOOTBALL

Looks like a foot, bounces like a ball, and kicks you like a
ninja. (Comes in EU version.)

AJAX GLUE GOO
Sticky-Sticky.

AJAX ANTI – GRAVITY GUN
Adversary floats away when shot.

AJAX PENCIL

Gives you the answers to the test questions...

AJAX A.R.M. - AERIAL REACHING MECHANISM
Need an extra hand with that?

AJAX MESSENGER

Fully automated, integrated, and efficient delivery service that’s
city-wide.

AJAX CLEAR TOASTER
No more burnt toast.

AJAX SPIDER-SHOES
Strap these on and walk ANYWHERE.

AJAX ROCKET BACKPACK

A new way to get to school... better fire-proof your books.

AJAX ROPE ACCELERATOR

Look out Batman - ascend up any building with this tool.

AJAX BULLET STOPPER

Stop bullets in mid-air... a force field of sorts.

AJAX DREAM ACTUALIZER

Be careful what you dream... this makes it real.

AJAX PERPETUAL BOOMERANG
Just try and catch it...

AJAX INSTANT JAPANESE GARDEN
Don’t forget to water your plants.

AJAX FILAMENT

A carbon-fiber cable that’s nose-hair thin, lightweight, super
strong, and a great conductor.

AJAX SUPER-STRENGTH SUIT

Sure, I can lift that school bus.

HOW TO CHANGE THE WORLD
1. Start with any
image...

5. Apply AJAX
ENLARGER

2. Apply AJAX
PIXELATOR
6. Reconstruct.
From this:
3. Place inside
AJAX MODEL
BUILDER

4. Expose to
AJAX
DUPLICATOR

To This:

blinktankfilms.com
password: 2010slate

mk@blinktankfilms.com
lg@blinktankfilms.com
323-461-1961

